The controversial management of giant congenital melanocytic nevi. When would it be better "to wait and see"?
A giant congenital nevus is a melanocytic nevus present at birth with wide extent on the skin surface. The management of this nevus remains controversial and needs to be personalized for each patient. A retrospective multicenter study was carried out in the Dermatological Departments of Brescia, Padua, and Pavia, Italy. The inclusion criterion was the diagnosis of a giant congenital melanocytic nevus on the basis of clinical observation. Nine patients with giant congenital nevus are reported. None developed melanoma, whereas giant congenital nevi have been slowly fading in pigmentation. Having regard to the doubts on treatment that persist in the literature, we should consider that decisional management of giant congenital melanocytic nevi can be really complex, because of the size and depth of lesions. Indeed, the ablative surgery or other treatments might cause significant troubles and complete excision of deeper layers of the lesion is almost impossible to achieve. Moreover, the treatment does not reduce the risk of melanoma and might lead to a greater difficulty in clinical and dermoscopic observation due to the scarring occurrence after therapy. In our retrospective study, the pigmentation of giant congenital melanocytic nevi slowly faded on its own and until now none developed melanoma. Therefore, we suggest a close regular follow-up which should be focused on the exclusion of possible complications. Perhaps, it would be better "to wait and see" since other procedures do not decrease the risk of melanoma, but rather might lead the patient to underestimate it.